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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a news release quietly published June 29, 2022, the U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services announced that it, in partnership with the Department of Defense, agreed to purchase

another 105 million doses of PFzer’s COVID-19 shot — for $3.2 billion.

The contract is intended to supply shots for a coming fall injection campaign and includes options

to purchase up to 300 million doses. The decision came after a June 28, 2022 meeting of the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration’s Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee

(VRBPAC), which recommended that an Omicron-speciFc component be included in COVID-19

booster shots in the U.S.

“We look forward to taking delivery of these new variant-speciFc vaccines and working with state

and local health departments, pharmacies, health care providers, federally qualiFed health centers,

and other partners to make them available in communities around the country this fall,” Dawn

O’Connell, HHS assistant secretary for preparedness and response, said in the news release.

Billions More Dollars Directed Toward Failed Injections

The shots, which include both adult and pediatric doses, cost more than $30 per dose, on average,

which is a more than 50% increase from the $19.50 per dose rate in the U.S. government’s initial

contract with PFzer.  Some of the adult doses are now in single-dose vials, which cost more to

produce but are intended to reduce waste that often occurs from open multi-dose vials.

PFzer stands to proFt signiFcantly from the contract and has forecast that its COVID-19 shot sales

will reach $32 billion in 2022.  It’s the U.S. public that stands to lose in this deal, as they’re

inundated with a new push to get injected with yet another COVID-19 shot, despite their continued

failures.

Current COVID-19 booster shots lose effectiveness rapidly, with protection plummeting by the

fourth month post-shot.  The eye-raising data, presented by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, follows the same dismal pattern of effectiveness displayed by the primary mRNA

COVID-19 shot series, whose effectiveness also wanes in a matter of months.

Adding insult to injury, research conducted by the New York State Department of Health  analyzed

outcomes among 852,384 children aged 12 to 17 years, and 365,502 children aged 5 to 11 years,

who had received two doses of the shots, from December 13, 2021 to January 24, 2022.

Effectiveness again declined rapidly among 5- to 11-year-olds, falling from 68% to just 12%.

Protection against hospitalization also dropped, from 100% to 48%. Among 11-year-olds alone,

vaccine effectiveness plunged to 11%.  The lackluster response was blamed on the dosage

discrepancies among the age groups, as 5- to 11-year-olds receive two 10-microgram PFzer shots,

while 12- to 17-year-olds receive 30-microgram shots.

Panel Acts as ‘Crystal Ball’ in Guessing Which Booster to Use

It's well known that spike protein mutates rapidly, which essentially destroys virtually any protection

that COVID-19 shots provide shortly after they’re given. The end result is a seemingly never-ending

series of annual shots and boosters.

PFzer claimed that its new booster candidates would work better than their past versions. One

option being considered targets only the Omicron variant, while the other option targets the strain

in the original shot along with the Omicron variant.  Two doses — one including 30 mcg of mRNA

and one including 60 mcg — were also tested, despite earlier safety concerns with a higher-dose

shot.

While PFzer cited strong antibody responses from the retooled boosters, the booster shot studies

do not reveal whether the shots prevent COVID-19 cases or how long they are effective.  VRBPAC

voted 19-2 in favor of recommending booster shots that are Omicron-speciFc, but the FDA will

ultimately decide what formulation will be in the “winning” shot.

Under discussion was whether the shots should target the original Omicron strain BA.1 or the

subvariants that have emerged — known as BA.4 and BA.5, which appear to be spreading in the

U.S.

Dr. Paul Oet, who is notoriously pro-vaccine, was one of the two people who voted against the

booster recommendation, because he didn’t agree with the variant being included and believed

there was a “dearth of data” regarding the level at which the body’s immune response to antibodies

corresponds to sound protection.

“I’m still not comfortable enough that we have the information we need to essentially support this

new product,” Oet said.  The move highlights the uncertainty and guesswork surrounding the

booster rollout. Committee member Adam Berger, with the U.S. National Institutes of Health, also

stated, “I’m not sure we have enough evidence to support a change today,” but he voted in favor of

the recommendation anyway.  NBC News also reported:

“Dr. Peter Marks, the FDA’s top vaccine regulator, acknowledged that the question before

the committee was challenging and would require guesswork, saying that the federal

agency was essentially asking the panel to act as a sort of ‘crystal ball.’

... Committee member Dr. Cody Meissner, a pediatrician at Tufts University School of

Medicine, suggested that the bivalent vaccine only be made available to adults at Grst,

noting that scientists don't know what the potential side effects are, if any, from multiple

doses of the Covid vaccines.”

FDA’s ‘Future Framework’ Does Away With COVID Shot Trials

The FDA supplied the agenda for the VRBPAC committee meeting,  along with an 18-page brieFng

document that included just 19 references, none of which was peer-reviewed.  “To base the entire

future of COVID-19 shots on this gloriFed undergrad term paper is madness,” wrote political

economist Toby Rogers, who explains that a “Future Framework” is being presented that exempts

future COVID-19 shots from clinical trials:

“The brieGng document literally states: “The evaluation of modiGed vaccines for the

purpose of vaccine strain composition decisions will need to rely mainly on comparative

immunogenicity data due to the time constraints involved in vaccine manufacturing and

clinical eKcacy evaluation.”

Did you catch that? The evaluation “will need to rely on” (no decision to be made here)

measures other than actual health outcomes because of “time constraints.” Ah, $cience!

Moderna, PGzer and Novavax are all developing reformulated COVID-19 shots. But they

know that the FDA is not going to look at health outcomes so they are going to great

lengths to jack up the antibody response.

... But the VRBPAC admitted on April 6 that there are no known correlates of protection

(meaning: antibody levels do not tell you who will be immune) so these antibody measures

are medically meaningless.

Sane people realize that if you turbo charge the immune response, you may also turbo

charge adverse events. But the “Future Framework” allows pharmaceutical companies to

skip clinical trials altogether.”

What’s more, Rogers revealed that it’s actually the World Health Organization and Bill Gates who are

behind this push to roll out new formulations of COVID-19 shots without adequate clinical trials.

“This entire ‘Future Framework’ is actually coming from the WHO. The Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation is the biggest voluntary contributor to the WHO.

So Gates is likely directing the play,” he explained, noting that WHO’s Kanta Subbarao — who

formerly worked at Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases for 14 years —

presented at the VRBPAC meeting on the topic of “Considerations for Vaccine Strain Composition

from the WHO TAG CO-VAC [Technical Advisory Group on COVID-19 Vaccine Composition].”

VRBPAC Shot Approval Will ‘Increase Harm to the US Public’

The gist of her presentation was that strain selection for COVID-19 shots must be coordinated

globally similar to what occurs for inouenza. Sounding an alarm over the VRBPAC’s essential

approval of the future framework with their move to recommend new COVID-19 booster shots for

the fall, Brian Hooker, Ph.D., Children’s Health Defense chief scientiFc oecer and professor of

biology at Simpson University, told The Defender:

“The proposed move by VRBPAC will increase the harm to the U.S. public to unprecedented

levels, as this action will further circumvent necessary clinical trials even beyond the

slapdash testing of COVID-19 vaccines under Emergency Use Authorization. This adds to a

foundation of lies used to authorize the original COVID-19 vaccines without anywhere near

proper testing.”

VRBPAC also has a history of allowing members with conoicts of interest to vote. When VRBPAC

voted on allowing COVID-19 shots for children as young as 6 months, Dr. James Hildreth, who had

received a waiver allowing participation in the meeting, declared a number of Fnancial interests

related to clinical trials for the pediatric COVID-19 shots being voted on, both personally and related

to his employer.

Despite the conoicts, he was allowed to vote at the session, voting favorably for all three pediatric

COVID-19 shots.

Millions of COVID-19 Doses Wasted in the US

The U.S. continues to stockpile COVID-19 shots, wasting billions of dollars on the shots even as

demand Fzzles. An ABC News investigation found that millions of shots have gone unused as the

demand for the injections plummeted. In speaking with health department oecials in all 50 states,

they found millions of instances of COVID-19 shots going to waste, sitting unused or set to expire

in coming weeks. This includes:

1.7 million doses wasted in Michigan since December 2020

619,000 doses unused in Colorado

3.6 million shots sitting in a stockpile in California

Close to 760,000 doses deemed nonviable, spoiled or expired in Oregon

More than 850,000 doses wasted in Wisconsin

As word continues to get out that COVID-19 shots are failing, and adverse effects can be severe —

even deadly  — reluctance to get the shots is growing. In May 2022, only 18% of parents said they

were willing to get their under-5-year-old child a COVID-19 shot, while 27% said they “deFnitely

would not” get them the shot.

Such caution is wise, as artiFcially inoated antibodies caused by repeated booster shots signal to

your body that you’re always infected, and the resulting immune response comes at a cost and

could prove to be detrimental to your health, potentially accelerating the development of

autoimmune conditions such as Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple sclerosis.

Further, training your body to produce singular antibodies for one spike protein cannot compare to

the protection provided by natural immunity, which occurs after recovery from an illness. According

to Michael Yeadon, Ph.D., a former vice-president and chief scientiFc adviser for PFzer, the human

body mounts its best immune responses after natural COVID-19 infection, not exposure to the

spike protein in the shots.

He stated that 90% of the immune response mounted after natural COVID-19 exposure is not to the

spike protein at all,  raising more concerns about COVID-19 shots’ validity. The U.S. government is

forging ahead with more shots nonetheless. You can expect a renewed push for boosters to hit the

airwaves soon, as HHS expects its Frst deliveries of the latest COVID-19 shots to arrive in early

fall.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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right US give "our" money to Pharma to inoict even more damage. Just when will the prosecutions for crimes against humanity

commence?
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brodiebrock12, Your comments are right-on, but they do NOT also make clear the “fact” that covid shots contain a “bioweapon”

-- the S1 spike protein -- Frst developed by PFzer in 1990, made infectious to humans by Fauci/Baric (UNC) in 1999, patented in

2002, and then deployed against humanity to cause the Frst outbreak of SARS in 2002-2003. (see Link-#1 below) || If this “fact”

is NOT made clear in virtually all covid-shot-related comments, it will never become widely known enough to cause the massive

public outcries needed for your “ prosecutions for crimes against humanity” to commence in a timely manner.

Wish Dr Mercola would include this “fact” in his analyses re covid shots. || Note also that blood clots, from micro-clots to very

large clots, are caused by the S1 spike protein “bioweapon” developed by USG. || Relevant Links (#1 is essential info, rest add

related detail) || #1 = (01:48-02:50 murder of 5-year-olds, 6:46-19:25 some key overviews)

ugetube.com/watch/dr-david-martin-no-more-mister-nice-guy-red-pill-exp..  (50:15) || #2 = (01:22-05:23 excess deaths,

18:02-20:45 Fnancial collapse) rumble.com/v17mn9u-edward-dowd-economic-fallout-of-covid-vax-fraud.htm..  (24:14) || #3 =

(37:33-42:45 crime overview) rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../eulogy-for-a-seloess-truth-warrior  (1:01:03) || #4 = (dr.z slides)

timetofreeamerica.com/.../Zelenko-Control.pdf  || #5 = (1:05:55-1:18:59 crime overview)

odysee.com/EP8-Radical:93141ffa7a818f56b65173802a614f39bf7b6f9c?src=em..  (1:37:22) ||
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The US has given billions of dollars to a war that fattens the purses of those who are heavily invested in the military industrial

complex. And then they throw billions more at experimental vaccines that injure and kill young and old. It’s a fools paradise if there

ever was one!
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Perpetual Pandemic? WTF? ~ ~ ~ ~ Doubt little focus has been on behind the scenes actions taken to avoid? obviate? the deep

state in DC. Here's one answer stumbled on from another link this morning, another opinion piece: "The Never-Ending Covid

Emergency" - - www.wsj.com/articles/the-never-ending-covid-emergency-white-house-bide..  - explains possible motives and

back-oece deals that may be ongoing...
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See my comment to all of this below though it will never happen. :)
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Oet? Oet voted against this? Oet one of if not the greatest cheerleader for Vaxxx's? If this doesn't speak volumes. It would almost

like Bill Gates recommending Apple products.
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Steve, here's the funny/sad part: information has come out from Israel re the 4th shot (2nd booster), and its not good at all.

Somehow that consistently gets ignored. How can this be? Something about not wanting to know, or hubris from the US CDC,

therefore they know it all? Inch-by-inch, step-by-step, they may be leading to a fall disaster...
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US Gives PYzer $3.2 Billion for Ineffective COVID Vax
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services announced that it, in partnership with the

Department of Defense, agreed to purchase another 105 million doses of PFzer’s COVID-19

shot — for $3.2 billion

'

The contract is intended to supply shots for a coming fall injection campaign and includes

options to purchase up to 300 million doses

'

The decision came after a June 28 meeting of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s

Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC), which

recommended that an Omicron-speciFc component be included in COVID-19 booster shots in the U.S.

'

PFzer stands to proFt signiFcantly from the contract and has forecast that its COVID-19 shot sales will reach $32 billion in 2022'

VRBPAC voted 19-2 in favor of recommending booster shots that are Omicron-speciFc, even though panel members expressed uncertainty and

guesswork surrounding the booster rollout

'
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therefore they know it all? Inch-by-inch, step-by-step, they may be leading to a fall disaster...
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Shaping up for many of those who had the Jab/s or multiple Jabs & will be dropping left and right. Also, the way they have

skirted any and nearly all studies or reporting, when people go, the skunks will be denying the true cause all the way. Watch as

they try to misdirect causes of hospitalizations or deaths and most likely blame will be from comorbidities, or other sources, &

not own up to the comorbidity's or catching other dis-ease is a result of their Jab/s and the damage to immune systems. With

so many joining resisting each booster along the way the Predator$ may just well be too exposed to force a repeat of nonsense.
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As you probably know, Oet has a horse in the race. He holds at least one vaccine-related patent,& probably more than one. He's

been a terrible disappointment to Christians who believe he should be discerning& admit to the abuses in the industry which

even those holding to the eecacy or wisdom of some vaccines can see& are increasingly speaking out about tho only a certain

stripe of unitarian universalists, cults and/or Catholic is permitted to represent 'Christianity' (which has been going on for

decades & back for at least half a century).

An honest biblical Christian, & Constitutional, position would also be against forced conformity& participation,but the courts

were involved in the shenanigans of forcing pagan evolutionary theory as tho the only interpretive grid making science

understandable& consistent w/ what's observable, repeatable etc; denying that faith is required for both beginning assumptions,

& evolving the Constitution, way back w/ Jacobson v. Massachusetts in 1902.

Just one year after American nicolaitans& hirelings got their copyright scheme ASV part of the Catholic revision deal back

towards tyranny w/ the RSV scam. The Brits got their cut 1st,& doublecrossed the Jews to boot,& lost their empire upon which

the sun never set within 40 years. It's America's turn. Oet's lost our trust in these matters,& due to that & along w/ it, in the

legitimacy of the missionary work that he's been involved in. Our trust in our government being anything but the antichrist,

Catholic cultic thing at best, that it's become, & as prophesied in the perfect scriptures,the type of system which will become the

global beast system's order in turn, is like in kind.

They had to remove the Bible foundation& turn it to quicksand before they could 'evolve'& make all Law arbitrary& a matter of

nothing but power to force it being the legitimizing factor. Deceiving suecient numbers of professing Christians to go along w/

it,cutting the ground from beneath their own feet.
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2) ....gotta say that if artiFcial intelligence is involved in the editing & paragraph divisions at this website, then it's a sure

testimony that AI isn't anywhere near as advanced &/or wonderful as some folks are making it out to be!
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Criminal actions by criminals, but I think it would take an Attorney General to bring such an action. Is the SCOTUS up for adjudicating a

tort claim, which could be made by anyone? Yeah, yeah, Reiner Fuellmich claims to be doing a class-action, but it's been two years, for

Heaven's sake, and I think he's only working in Europe anyway.
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Why bother with inoculum trails when the .GOV predators have already disclosed 32 billion as the purse. They swept all original trials

under the carpet. Why do it now. It's a cash cow Fsh bowl guarantee prize.
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They're not going to stop. All of these things, the bogus carbon zero tolerance (don't breathe, no carbon emitting meat or plants to eat,

zero tolerance for YOU tax),fake designer medicine making freaks& w/little to no care or understanding of the outcomes so long as

money& capital gets transferred into their pockets. The rip-off of batteries& solar materials from 3rd world nations (another reason,

besides the papayas& goats that tested positive for covid, that suddenly deceased Tanzanian president Magufuli was so

hated&replaced:he did not renew rip-off materials contracts& was opening them for competitive bids).

All of that government money thrown at 'green' start-up's to Obama's buddies,then bankrupted after producing nothing but a money

transfer, laundering within a year or two. It's about crashing the system& getting as much into the pockets of people aiding their lie, not

challenging or hindering it,& 'useful'. Nor meaningfully addressing the culling& war set-ups to the same end, or the obvious controlled

opposition& distractors in the 'arts', social media,education etc.

It's not 'liberal'/'conservative',& it's not just pharma or medicine& healthcare being 'transformed'. It's every institution of God's order&

men targeted,& those involved,either actively or passively, are pretty much anybody the gatekeepers have allowed to any position of

power or management in these things. Part of the initiations,sorting& promoting of the world's power Craft is Fnding people w/o

principle,or willing to grossly compromise them, to promote their 'consciously evolving' agendas& sorceries for them.

And likewise any religious craft able to partner w/ such,or to religiously pretend that they're not religious. I've taken to calling them the

faithfully unfaithful, the intolerant tolerant, & the loving hateful, etc. Playing games& deceiving their own selves as well as others,some

of them w/ direct& overt devilish, 'alien',unproven spiritual etc help, some more subtle. Same old...
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What a big waste of money
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(1) There are at least 3 lobbyists for every member of Congress. (2) Robert F. Kennedy's book, "The Real Anthony Fachi" demonstrates

that Fachi is a liar, a Fend without a conscience, and a sock puppet for Big Pharma. Every word that comes out of his mouth is exactly

what the CEOs of Big Pharma want to hear. Also, isn't it nice that Fachi's NIH is picking up the tab for Pharma's clinical trial for the

upcoming jab.
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They already know they can force this on the military, healthcare workers, and law enforcement so I'm betting by fall it will be

mandatory boosters for these groups.
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The vaxine purchase is nothing more than a money transfer to a large corporation. Market saturation has been reached unless there is

tyrannical coercion to force more people to accept something they do not want. Now that the money has been wasted--or worse--we

can only hope that the vaxine vials expire on shelves and need to be discarded.
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The money grab continues.
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"Once you gamble on stupid and lose, there's no other strategy than doubling-down." You are who you are - truth, reason, and evidence

won't change that. If they did - you wouldn't be stupid. But - maybe your a psychopath with a nefarious agenda?  Think about it. Do your

"Reality Goggles" view the world using common sense, reality, and truth?
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NIH launches clinical trial of mRNA Nipah virus vaccine...Monday, July 11, 2022 The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID), part of the National Institutes of Health, has launched an early-stage clinical trial evaluating an investigational

vaccine to prevent infection with Nipah virus. The experimental vaccine is manufactured by Moderna, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts,

and was developed in collaboration with NIAID’s Vaccine Research Center. It is based on a messenger RNA (mRNA) platform—a

technology used in several approved COVID-19 vaccines. NIAID is sponsoring the Phase 1 clinical study, which is being conducted at

the NIH Clinical Center in Bethesda, Maryland.

“Nipah virus poses a considerable pandemic threat because it mutates relatively easily, causes disease in a wide range of mammals,

can transmit from person-to-person, and kills a large percentage of the people it infects,” said NIAID Director Anthony S. Fauci, M.D.

“The need for a preventive Nipah virus vaccine is signiFcant.”...NIAID’s Pandemic Preparedness Plan, published earlier this year,

established a framework to study viruses of pandemic potential and prioritize research on prototype pathogens, such as Nipah virus.

This is the Frst clinical trial using the prototype pathogen approach since the plan’s publication.

The experimental mRNA-1215 Nipah virus vaccine will be tested in a dose-escalation clinical trial to evaluate its safety, tolerability, and

ability to generate an immune response in 40 healthy adults ages 18 to 60 years.... Study participants will be evaluated through clinical

observation and blood collection at speciFed times throughout the study and will be followed by clinical study staff through 52 weeks

following their Fnal vaccination. News releases, fact sheets and other NIAID-related materials are available on the NIAID website.

www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-launches-clinical-trial-mrna..
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Of course this is the next “big one.” Monkey pox was just to relabel the sheep as baboons, an insult to humanity. Who in their

right mind would Ever do a clin. trial for these criminal pharmaceutical research companies? Oh, that’s right, the majority of the

mass psychosissuicidals.
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There's no need to do any testing: the largest drug trials in human history have already been forced on billions of people and the

results demonstrate that the shots are highly effective at their intended purpose by increasing the general mortality rate by 40%

among the general population - therefore by even greater degree for the fully vaxxed and boosted - with even greater advances in

death; sterilization; and concomitant population and economic collapse to be expected, that, along with endless wars, will usher in the

long awaited progressive socialist, green utopia.
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This is how the Obiden Regime does its laundry.
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I don't want to use my tax money for this or any other nonsensical item they come up with. It should be our decision on what our

money is spent on. This should be on every state ballot.
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See the link to the WSJ opinion article just posted under Dude earlier.
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US Gives PFzer $3.2 Billion for Effective EUGENICS Vax [Eugenics isn't a crime when it's done for the greater good

www.bitchute.com/.../KwO7Kg5QeHKN  ] - Just when will the prosecutions for crimes against humanity commence? When will the

criminals be arrested? When will the arrests of the criminals who terrorize mankind Fnally begin? Why is there no visible action yet

from the white hats in the military? Why is everything taking so long? It is important to understand the nature of the current war, lest

we suffer from unnecessary frustration and disappointment. First of all: arresting a few public puppets is useless.

It’s like locking up a low level drug-dealer, while leaving the ringleaders untouched. Guys like Gates and Fauci can easily be replaced by

the cabal, if they were to be jailed. It is more effective to let them display their evil to the whole world, so a much greater deliverance

can be accomplished in the long run. Patience Grasshopper. stopworldcontrol.com/arrest  | space - this is real | >>> Nation *****

BULLETIN ***** -- URGENT -- New York City Begins Preparing Population for NUCLEAR ATTACK Nation NewsDesk11 July 2022

halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/bulletin-urg..  Ricardo Delgado VACCINES, GRAPHENE Oxide,

NANOTECH and 5G (most important ne plus ultra most important ) www.bitchute.com/.../LgR6Sj85WCpb  Dr. Vernon Coleman [Herr

Doktor Vorausschauend]- We have 8 months [of “relative” freedom left forecast in Apr.2022 and it’s mid July now so giddyup].

The Great Reset is almost Complete! brandnewtube.com/watch/we-have-eight-months_QzsLAZijYCWizPs.html

 www.bitchute.com/.../n2FB2PB2jCs0  Ready for the BIG KILL Dr Vernon Coleman 11 Jul 2022 (8 hrs ago)

brandnewtube.com/watch/ready-for-the-big-kill_5sJT4WmEolmHELy.html  |space| brandnewtube.com/@DrVernonColeman
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